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CONJUGATION AND THE PRIME DECOMPOSITION OF KNOTS
IN CLOSED, ORIENTED 3-MANIFOLDS

KATURA MIYAZAKI

Abstract. In this paper we consider the prime decomposition of knots in

closed, oriented 3-manifolds. (For classical knots one can easily prove the

uniqueness of prime decomposition by using a standard innermost disk argu-

ment.) We define a new relation, conjugation, between oriented knots in closed,

oriented 3-manifolds and prove the following results. ( 1 ) The prime decompo-

sition is, roughly speaking, uniquely determined up to conjugation, (2) there is

a prime knot á? in SlxS2 suchthat âl#3?\ = 3¡#X2 if ^¡ is a conjugation

of ^2 ) and (3) if a knot 3? has a prime decomposition which does not contain

31, then it is the unique prime decomposition of X .

Introduction

In [4] it was proved that the prime decomposition of a knot in S is uniquely

determined. However, to my knowledge there have been no papers studying the

prime decomposition of 3-dimensional global knots in the sense of [5], i.e. knots

in 3-manifolds. (Cf. [6].) In this paper we will study the prime decomposition

of an oriented knot in a closed, oriented 3-manifold. First we obtain:

Existence Theorem. A nontrivial knot 377 is primely decomposable if and only

if a meridian of 377 is essential in the exterior of 7% (Theorem 2.1).

This follows from a standard innermost disk argument and so-called Haken's

finiteness theorem. However, for studying the uniqueness or nonuniqueness we

need a new relation, called conjugation (defined in §3), between oriented knots

in closed, oriented 3-manifolds. This relation is essential for prime decompo-

sitions of knots because the decomposition is, roughly speaking, uniquely de-

termined up to conjugation (Theorem 5.4). In particular we have the following

results.

Uniqueness Theorem. Let 7% be the prime knot in S x S depicted below. If

a knot 3? has a prime decomposition which does not contain 7%, then it is the

unique prime decomposition for 737 (Corollary 5.6).
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Nonuniqueness Theorem. If a knot 377x is a conjugation of a knot 3772, then

m#3í7x =3l#3í72 (Theorem 5.7). Let % be the prime knot in 2SX x S2 shown

in Figure 0, then 37#37 is a conjugation of % (thus 3l#3Z#3l = ^W )
(Examples 2 and 3 in §5).

The paper is organized as follows. In § 1 we establish terminology. In particu-

lar, we classify knots into two classes: order reversing knots and order preserving

ones. In §2 we give a proof of the Existence Theorem (Theorem 2.1). The key

idea of this paper is the notion of an inducing-pair introduced in §3. Using

this, in §3 we define conjugation. §4 is devoted to the proof that every order

preserving knot has a unique decomposition (Theorem 4.1). The lemma and

the remark in §4 will be used in §5. In §5 first we study the order reversing

knots. Then we clarify the rules of prime decomposition (Theorems 5.4-5.7).

I would like to thank Masahico Saito for suggesting this problem to me.

1. Terminology

We work throughout in the PL category, and assume that 3-manifolds are

compact, connected and oriented.

A circle is a simple closed curve, and suitably oriented unless otherwise stated.

For a circle a, -a denotes the a with the orientation reversed. Two circles

a,, a2 in a manifold X are parallel if there exists an oriented annulus A in

X with dA = ax U -a2.
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Let M be a closed 3-manifold, and K a circle in M. We call a pair (M, K)

a knot. We sometimes call the circle K itself a knot. In this paper a capital

letter in script (e.g. 3?, 377¡, M etc.) stands for a knot, and when dealing

with a knot 317, the circle of 377 is written as K in italic type. The same

notation applies to knots 3?i, 37, etc. Given a knot 377 = (M,K), -3Í7

denotes the knot (M, - K). Two knots (Mx ,KX) and (M2,K2) are said to

have the same knot type if there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism

f:(Mx,Kx)^(M2,K2). This is denoted by (Mx, K, ) s (M2, K2).
Let 7V(- • • ) denote a regular neighborhood. The exterior of a knot 377 =

(M,K) is M - IntN(K), which is denoted by E(K) or E(377). A meridian

of a knot (M ,K) is a circle on dN(K) which bounds on oriented disk D in

N(K) with D ■ K = 1 .

Let TV be a 3-manifold with dN = S , and let a be an oriented interval

properly embedded in N. We call a pair (N ,a) an arc. For an arc (N ,a),

(A,a)~ denotes the knot obtained from (N,a) by capping the boundary pair

(dN,da) with a trivial ball pair. Conversely, for a knot X = (N,a)~ 377~

denotes the arc (N ,a). Two arcs (Nx,ax) and (N2,a2) are said to have the

same arc type if (TV,,ax)~ and (N2 ,a2)~ have the same knot type.

For a 3-manifold TV with sphere boundaries, TV denotes the closed 3-

manifold obtained from TV by capping dN with 3-balls.

Given two knots 377x and 3772, we define a connected sum

377x#3t72 = (Nx,ax)\J f(N2,a2),

where 7%7~ = (Ni,a¡) and /: (dN2,da2) —» (ôZV[ ,0a,) is an orientation re-

versing homeomorphism. For a knot (M,K) = 377x#■ ■ ■ #377n+x there exists a

set of n spheres in M which gives this decomposition. When n = 1, this

follows from the definition of 3¡7X#372. Suppose n - 1 spheres Sx, ... ,Sn_x

gives a decomposition (M1 ,K') = 37x#■■ ■ #37n . We can isotop a trivial ball

pair (B,a) in (M',K') so as to be disjoint from each S¡. Remove (B,a)

and attach 377~+x we get the knot of the same knot type as (M, K). The set

of zz spheres {Sx, ... ,Sn_x ,dB} gives the desired decomposition. Note that

there is a choice of such a set.

Given a knot 7%7 = (M, K) and a closed 3-manifold N, define a connected

sum 3?7#N = {M - IntBx UfN- IntB2,K), where Bx c M and B2g N are

3-balls missing K, and f:8B2—>dBx is an orientation reversing homeomor-

phism.

A trivial knot in a 3-manifold is the connected sum of the unknot in S and

the 3-manifold.

A knot 3? is irreducible if E(377) is an irreducible 3-manifold.

A knot X is prime if for each decomposition 7%7 = 377x#7%72 either ^ or

7%72 is the unknot in S , and ^ is not a trivial knot. Note that a prime knot

is irreducible. A decomposition 377 = 3fx#■ ■ ■ #377r#N, where 377x, ... ,377r are

all prime and N is a 3-manifold, is called a prime decomposition of 377.  A
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knot which has a prime decomposition is said to be primely decomposable. All

nontnvial knots in 5"   are primely decomposable.

Next we classify knots into two classes.

A knot 377 is said to be order reversing if they are disjoint, properly embedded

annuli Ax, A2 in E(3f) satisfying that:

(1) each component of dA¡ is a meridian;

(2) each component of dE(377) - 3AX meets dA2 in a circle. Otherwise, a

knot 377 is said to be order preserving. The above Ax and A2 are called order

reversing annuli in E(377). We say an arc (N,a) is order reversing (resp. order

preserving) if a knot (N,a)~ is order reversing (resp. order preserving).

Let Xx, X2 be 3-manifolds with boundaries, and o., ...,a" pairwise dis-

joint circles on dX¡. Choose a regular neighborhood Nj c dX¡ of a\ with

¿V/ n JV* = 0 (j ¿ k) and a homeomorphism /: U"=] N¡ -♦ U"=i n{ such

that f\: (N2 ,a2) —> (NJX ,a\) is orientation reversing for each j . The oriented

homeomorphism class of Xx DfX2 is independent of the choice of Nj and /.

Let us denote Xx uf X2 by Xx Ua>=_a, X2.

For a topological space X we denote by \X\ the number of connected com-

ponents of X.

We refer to [ 1 and 2] for a standard terminology in 3-manifold topology.

2. Existence

We will give a necessary and sufficient condition for a knot to be primely

decomposable.

Theorem 2.1. A nontrivial knot 377 = (M ,K) is primely decomposable if and

only if a meridian m c dE(K) is essential in E(K).

Proof. Suppose that m is null-homotopic. Let 377 = 377^- ■ ■ ■ #7577n#N be a prime

decomposition.  Now nx(E(K)) = G, say, is isomorphic to the amalgamated

product

G, *,   , ,   , (7-,*•••* G    , *,      , r   , G * n. (N),
wl    [ml]=[m2]     2 n-1    [m„-,]=[m„]     n 1 v     ' '

where Gj. = nx(E(K¡)), and [m¡] denotes some element in C7( corresponding to

a meridian of ^. If each [m¡] generates an infinite cyclic subgroup in G¡, so

does [m] in G by [3, Theorem 4.3], a contradiction. Thus we may assume that

a meridian, mx, of 377x represents a torsion or zero element in Gx . In other

words for an annulus neighborhood A (c dE(Kx)) of mx Ker(7r,(^) —> Gx) is

nontrivial. Then by the loop theorem [2, 1.2] m, is null-homotopic in E(KX).

By Dehn's lemma m, bounds a disk in E(KX), so that 377x admits a sphere

intersecting ZC, transversely in a single point. Since 377x is an irreducible knot,

377x = (Sx x S2 ,SX x *). Then 377x can be expressed as the connected sum of

377x itself and any knot in S3, contradicting the primeness of 7%7X .

Suppose that a meridian of 377 is essential in E(K). Then if {Sx,... ,Sn} is

a collection of spheres in M which gives a decomposition 377 = 7777x# ■ ■ ■ #377n+x ,

A . = S - Int N(K) is a properly embedded, incompressible annulus in E(K).
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By III.24 in [2], there exists a nonnegative integer 7V0 such that either n < N0

or for some i £ j A¡ is parallel to A- in E(K). If the latter case occurs, then

for some z'0 377i is a trivial knot. Thus 377 cannot be decomposed into more

than ZVq nontrivial knots. Therefore, 377 can be decomposed into prime knots

and a 3-manifold. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

The next lemma reduces the prime decomposition problem to the case of ir-

reducible knots. For a 3-manifold M, let M~ denote the 3-manifold obtained

from M by deleting an open 3-ball.

Lemma 2.2. Let 377 be primely decomposable. If 377 = 37rx#---#377n#N and

377 = 3fx'# ■ ■ ■ #7777'm#N' are prime decompositions, then N = N1, #"=x7777i is an

irreducible knot and #"=1«^ — #™ ̂  •

Proof. Set X = E(377x#-■-#3?n). First we prove that X is irreducible. Let

Ax, ... ,An_x be properly embedded annuli in X which are on the spheres giv-

ing the prime decomposition #"=1^ = 7777x# ■ ■ ■ #377n. By the proof of Theorem

2.1 each Ai is incompressible. If X is reducible, then there is an incompress-

ible sphere S in X. Since each component of X - \]A{ is irreducible, S

may be isotoped so that S n \J¡~¡ A¡ = 0. Hence, some 377j is not irreducible,

contradicting the assumption. Similarly X' = E(#™=x7/77') is irreducible. Let

N = tf=lN¡ and 7Y' = #J=17Vf' be prime decompositions, and let X#N = X, the

exterior of 377 . We then have two prime decompositions X = X#NX#- ■ ■ #NS

and X = X'#N'X#- ■ -#N't . Note that X~ and X'~ are considered to be sub-

manifolds of X with dX c dX~ and dX c dX'~ . The following is proved

in [1, 3.21] in the course of proving the unique decomposition theorem for

3-manifolds.

There is an orientation preserving homeomorphism /: X~ —> X'~ with

f\dX = id.
Thus (M,K) = (M' ,K') and N = N'.
Before going to the uniqueness problem we would like to notice the following.

Remark 2.3. The difficulty in showing the uniqueness of prime decomposition

lies in the possible existence of nonseparating annuli properly embedded in

E(K) with their boundaries meridional. There are two cases:

( 1 ) There are no such annuli. Then uniqueness can be proved in a standard

manner.

(2) There exists such an annulus.  Then two prime decompositions are re-

lated by conjugation. The uniqueness, however, holds if and only if every such

annulus has oppositely oriented boundary components on dN(K).

In the next section we define conjugation of knots.

3. Inducing-pairs

Throughout this section we will use the following notation.

Let X denote a 3-manifold with dX = Tx U • • • U Tn , n tori, and let a( c T¡

be an essential circle.
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(a) The shaded area is X. (b) The shaded area is Cn .

Figure 1. Cross sections

Let (B,a) be an arc, ßx, ... ,ßn c dB - da pairwise parallel, essential

circles with lkdB(da ,ß7) = +1.

Let (M,a) = XUa=ß:(B,a).

Dn denotes a disk-with-n holes with dDn = s0u---Usn, «+1 circles. (Cn,J)

denotes a pair (Sx xD2,S2xO) u/ Dn x SX , where /: sQxSx ^Sx x 8D2 is a
1 2 1

homeomorphism such that f(px x S ) = p2xdD   with px G s0 and p2 G S .

The following lemma and the observations after that are essential for the

present paper.

Lemma 3.1. If (M, a) ~ is a prime knot, and (X, (J"=x a¡) ^ (S  x D ,S  x *),

* GdD2, then B is a 3-ball and (B ,a) is a trivial ball pair.

Proof. Set N = dXnB and N' = Cl(dX-B). For z = 1,2 let (V,,at) denote

a trivial ball pair. Then

(M,a)~= (Vx,ax)U{dMßa)(Xu(B,a))   (cf. Figure 1(a))

= ((Vx,ax)ö[jN,X)U{dBßa)(B,a)

= ((Vx,ax)öUN,xr#(B,ar

= ((Vx,ax)U[jN,XöÖN(V2,a2))#(B,ar

= (XVt^xS' (Cn'J)) #(B>a)~      (cf- Figure 1(b))

Set

(x',j) = xuTi=SiXSi(cn,j).
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Either (X', J) or (B ,a)~ must be the unknot in S3, for (M,a) ~ is a prime

knot. When n > 1, X' contains a nonseparating torus Tx, so that (B, a) is

trivial ball pair. If n = 1 and X' = S3, then / is knotted in S3 by the

assumption that (X ,a¡) ^ (Sx x D ,SX x *), so that (B,a) is a trivial ball

pair. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.

In the rest of this section, (B, a) denotes a trivial ball pair, but the assumption

of the above lemma may not be satisfied.

Observaton 1. Now we have the following.

(*) (M,ar=(XUai=ßi(B,a)r

and

(**) =Xö(C„,J).

The first equality follows from the definition of (M, a). The union in (**) is

given by n orientation reversing homeomorphisms f: (s¿xS , -l¡) -* (T¡, a¡),

I < i < n , where /( = pi x Sx, pi G s¡, is oriented so that lkc (/(., J) = 1 (Cn is

considered to be in S ). Moreover, even if we interchange ßt and ß., i ± j,

in (*), the resulting knot has the same knot type, for there is an orientation

preserving autohomeomorphism / of (Cn , J) such that /(/() = / , /(/.) = l¡,

and f\sk x Sx = id for k ^ i,j. Therefore, the knot (M,a)" and the arc

(M, a) depend only on X and the circles ax, ... ,anc dX.

We say that a knot 317 = (M, a) " or an arc (M, a) is induced from a pair

(X, U"=] a. 7), and that (X, \J"=X a7) is an inducing-pair of 377 with degree n .

When n = 1, it is called a trivial inducing-pair.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that a prime knot 377 has a nontrivial inducing-pair with

degree n. Then E(K) contains n incompressible tori dividing E(K) into Dn x

Sx and another component.

Proof. Let (X, U"=iQ,) De me inducing-pair in the assumption. From the

equation (**) in Observation 1 we see E(K) = X u Dn x Sx , where dX is

identified with s¡ x Sx , 1 < i < n. The torus s¡ x Sx is incompressible in

Dn x S . Therefore if dX were compressible in E(K), there would be a

properly embedded disk D in X with dD essential in some T¡. Surgery on

Ti using D yields a sphere in X. Since n > 1, this sphere is nonseparating in

E(K), contradicting the primeness of 7%7. Hence, dX is the desired tori.

A knot 377 is a conjugation of 377' through (X, \J"=X ±a¡) if 7% is induced

from (X, (J"=, a7) and 377' is induced from (X, (J"=1 a'-) where a( = ±a' up

to order and isotopy in dX. Notice that -317 is induced from (X, \J"=X -a.).

Similarly we can define conjugation for arcs.

It is immediate from the following observation that the ambient manifolds of

377 and 377' are homeomorphic to each other by an orientation preserving map

if 377 is a conjugation of 377'.
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Observation 2. There is another description of the arc (M, a) induced from

(X, U"=ia/)- Divide (B,a) into 2zi - 1 trivial ball pairs (B7,a(), 1 < i <

2n - 1, such that for I < i < n, B¡ is attached to X as a 2-handle along a(

(Figure 2). Then the boundary of X\j(j"i=x Z?( = X', say, consists of n spheres.

For n + l<i<2n-l 5. is attached to X' as a 1-handle joining the distinct

components of dX'. It follows:

(M,a) = Xoa¡    an n(h2, cocore) U (n - l)(hX, core).

Figure 2. A cross section of (M, a).

Hence, M = X'#(n - l)S x S , and this is independent of the orientations

of a¡ 's. Now each cocore is oriented so that lk(a(, cocore) = +1. As long as 1-

handles are attached so that the obtained arc can be consistently oriented by the

cocores, the resulting knot has the same knot type as (M, a) ~. If the attached

1 -handles do not satisfy the consistency of orientations, then the resulting knot

is a conjugation of (M,a)~. Figure 3 illustrates the case where dX consists

of three tori.

4. Uniqueness

Unique prime decomposition holds for order preserving, primely decompos-

able knots.

Theorem 4.1. Let 377 be an order preserving, irreducible knot. If 377 = 7777x# ■ ■ ■

#377n and 377 = 377'x# ■ ■ ■ #377^ are prime decompositions, then n = m, 377.^377/

up to order, and 377i and 377'.  are all order preserving knots.

Proof. It is easily checked that 377t and 377'. are order preserving. We will prove

the uniqueness by induction on n .

If n = 1, then it is trivial. So, suppose n > 1. Let 377 = (M,K), and

let {Sx, ... ,Sn_x} be a collection of spheres giving the prime decomposition

377 = #"i=x377i. Let (Mt,a¡), 1 < z< n , denote the closure of each component

of (M,K) - \J"~X S¡. We may assume that for each i 377t ̂ (M¡,ay, the
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knot obtained from (M¡,a¡) by capping (dM^daT) with |9Af(.| trivial ball

pairs. Suppose a collection of spheres {0¡}J~x gives the prime decomposition

377 = #™=X317'. For this decomposition we define (M'.,a'7), 1 < j < m , simi-

larly to (Af(.,a(.) above. Moreover, assume dMn = Sn_x. If AZnn(J"r¡' S'¡ = 0,

then (Mn ,an) is contained in (M1. ,a.) for some j0, say j0 = m . From the

primeness of 3t'm it is shown that 377n = 377'm and #£j!JÇ = #"¡77^377'. . By

induction the theorem is proved. Hence, we assume that Mn n U/L~ji S'. = 0.

Assertion 1.  (JiLi "^ anc* U^li's'  can be isotoped separately with \KC\Sj

and |ATiS'| fixed for each i, j so that (1) each S1. is transverse to Sn_x
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(2) MnP\JJ=x S'j is a nonempty set of annuli missing K, and (3) each boundary

component of these annuli is essential in S   x - K.

Proof of Assertion 1. First isotop \jj77xX S'j with IZcnS'l fixed for each j so as

to be disjoint from an . Next isotop \}Si and |JS' separately keeping Kn\JS¡

and KnijS'j fixed so that \JS'j is transverse to (J^, and KIJ5,.) n (US))I is

minimal. (If Mnr\\JS'j = 0 after isotopy, the theorem is proved.)

We claim that S'j n U, S¡ consists of essential circles in S1, - K for each

j. Part (2) of Assertion 1 follows from our claim. Suppose that for some p

S'pn\J S i contains a circle null-homotopic in S' - K. Then there is a disk D'

such that Int D' is a component of S' - \J S( and Z)' n K = 0. The circle

dti bounds a disk D on some S with \(DöD')nK\ < 1. Let S denote the

2-sphere D u D', and let s = \S n K\.

If s = 0, then S bounds a 3-ball missing Zi by the irreducibility of 7377,

so that the circle dtí is removed by isotoping S without producing any new

intersection. This contradicts the minimality assumption. If 5 = 1, then S is

a 2-sphere meeting K transversely in a single point, contradicting the existence

of prime decomposition (Theorem 2.1).

Similarly we see that S¡ n U, Sj consists of essential circles in S¡ - K for

each i. So, (3) of Assertion 1 is proved.

Let {Xx, ... ,Xs) be the collection of the closures of components of Mn -

U>í Sj' ^ne following is an immediate consequence of Assertion 1. (See

Figure 4(a).)

Claim. (1) Every annulus component of dMn n X¡ is essential in dMn — dan,

(2) if X¡nan = 0, each component of dXi is a torus, and (3) there is just one

Xt such that dXt has a sphere component, which meets K transversely in two

points.

In order to apply Lemma 3.1 we need to modify X¡, 1 < i < s. Let

{dx, ... , dt) denote the set of the components of dXi. Take an annulus A. c

dj for j = 1, ... ,t such that each of A^dXpdM^ and ApC^dX-dM^

is an annulus. (There is a choice of Aj 7) Set X{ = Q\(Xi -N((dXi -\j'j=x A7)\J

an)). See Figure 4(b). Let {dx, ... , dt) denote the set of components of dX¡,

so that dj is a torus for all j. Note that (1) (Cl(Mn-Xj) ,an) is an arc for each

/, (2) the closure of d- -dMn is an essential annulus in both d(Mn - XT) - dan

and dj.

Assertion 2. There exists just one i0 G {1,... ,s} such that (X¡ ,dMnC\Xio) ^

(Sx xD2,Sx xl), where I is a subarc of dD2.

Proof of Assertion 2. Suppose that both dXi and dX. (i / j) satisfy the

condition above.  We apply Lemma 3.1 to X¡ and (Cl(Mn - X7),an) to see
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Cross sections of (Mn,an).

The shaded area is some X¡.

the latter is a trivial ball pair.   Thus (Xj,dMn n XT) = (Sx x D2,SX x I),

contradicting the assumption.

If there exists L such that dX. is disconnected, then X¡ is the desired

component. Suppose that dXi is connected for all i. Let Q denote {Mn n

IJ^'} , a set of annuli. We first claim that each A g Í2 separates Mn . Take

an arbitrary element A0 of Q. Let Bx denote the annulus on dMn bounded

by dA0, and let B2 = Cl(dMn - Bx). Define Qy = {A G Q | dA c B7\,

for j = 1,2. Now E(377n) = Mn - IntN(an) does not contain order reversing

annuli, thus Q, U Q2 = Í2 and Q, n fi2 = {^0} . Define Q' = {z | ôX, c ZL U

the union of the elements of Q.} , for j = 1,2. We have Q'jUQj = {1, ... ,s} ,

for dXi is connected for z = 1, ... ,s. Hence, we obtain

K ~Ao = Ùx, ~Ao = [ U x>^ U ^/| ~Ao-

Since U,€ii' ^/ nU,€n' x¡ = Un- dX¡ n\Jçi> 9X¡ = A0, Mn-AQ is disconnected

as we claimed.

Suppose that each Xi whose boundary is a torus satisfies (Xi,dMn nî;) =

(S xD ,S x I). From the result just proved there exists an outermost annulus

in Q, and each solid torus Xi is attached to dMn with longitudinal annuli (i.e.

regular neighborhood of longitudes). Remove all the solid tori X¡ 's from M

starting with the outermost ones, then the resulting arc has the same arc type as

(Mn ,an), which is the union of Xi ' such that (Xi,X^aJ is an arc. By (3) in

Claim there is just one z'0 such that (Xt , X¡ naj = (Mn ,an). Since (Mn , an)

is not a trivial ball pair, (Xi(¡, dMn n X¡) ¿ (Sx x D2 ,S2 x I). This completes

the proof of Assertion 2.
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Assertion 3. There exists (Mk ,a'k)^ which is a conjugation of (Mn ,an)~. For

simplicity let us assume k = m, then #"7iX3f¡ = ^"~x3f'.

Proof of Assertion 3. Let Xi be the component whose existence is guaranteed

by Assertion 2. Let dX¡ = Tx U • ■ ■ U Tr, r tori. Applying Lemma 3.1 to X¡

and (Cl(Mn - X¡), an) = (B,an), say, we see that (B ,an) is a trivial ball pair.

Take a core a¡ of the annulus T¡nB for 1 < i < r. Orient {Jat c dB - dan

by an so that lkdB(dan,a¡) = 1, then (X¡ , U/=iQ,) is an inducing-pair of

(K>"nr-

■ t

arvin

Figure 5.   A cross section of (Mk,a'k).

The shaded area is X¡ .
'0

On the other hand, Xi is contained in just one (Mk , a'k), where a'k consists

of arcs yx, ... ,y , u = \dMk\, which are oriented by K . Note that for each

i T, - dMk is an open annulus whose core, ßt, is setwise iostopic to a( on

T,. Hence, (Cl(M'k - X¡(¡ - U-J,' N(y¡)), yu) is an arc, (B', y), say. The proof

of Assertion 1 implies that each component of dMk n dMn is essential in

dM'k - da'k , so that ßi is essential in dB' - dy (cf. Figure 5). Therefore,

(B',y) is a trivial ball by Lemma 3.1. Orient U/=! ßt c dB' - dy by y, then

(M'k ,a'k)~= (Xk U (B', y))~ is induced from (X¡o, [jß.). Since ßt = ±a¡ up

to isotopy in T , the first part of Assertion 3 is proved.

Next we assume, without loss of generality, that S'm_x is one of the bound-

ary components of dM'k . Let Y = M - IntX/o with dY = Tx U • • • U Tf.

Paste Y and r solid tori Vx, ... ,Vr via r homeomorphisms f : T¡ -> dVn

1 < i < r, such that f¡(T¡ - dMk) is a longitudinal open annulus of V¡.

Then we obtain (M" ,K") = 377", where M"#Mn = M and K = K". The

spheres U^S an<3 U/lJï $] remain in 377" and give the prime decompo-

sitions 377" = 37x#---#377n_x and 377" s ^'#---#^_,, respectively. This

establishes Assertion 3.
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Theorem 4.1 follows from Assertion 3 and the following assertion by induc-

tion on n.

Assertion 4.  (M'k ,a'k)~=(Mn,an)~.

We use the same notation as in the proof of Assertion 3. Suppose that

(M'k,a'k)"^ (Mn,an)~. Then, there exists / such that ßt = -a¡ up to iso-

topy in T¡. Take an unoriented circle C c T¡ ndB r\ dB' which is setwise

isotopic to the circles a¡ and ßt. Let D be an oriented disk in B such that D

meets the arc an transversely in a single point with D-an = 1 and DndB = C.

Similarly define a disk tí and B'. Since ß{ = -a¡, D and tí give C the op-

posite orientations. We may assume that S = DuD' is the oriented immersed

sphere in M with S-K = 2. Then, Assertion 4 will be proved by the following

lemma and the assumption that 377 is order preserving.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose that 377 = (M ,K) is irreducible and primely decomposable

with 377 = 377x#3772, where 3772 is an order preserving knot. If 377 admits an

oriented immersed sphere S meeting K transversely in two points with S • K

= 2, then 377x admits an embedded sphere meeting Kx in the same way as S

meets K, so that 377x and 377 are order reversing.

To prove this lemma we will use the annulus theorem stated in [2, VIII. 13].

Refer to [2] for the definitions of Haken manifold pairs, nondegenerate maps,

and essential maps.

Proof of Lemma A.2. Let S' be the sphere giving the decomposition (M,K) =

37rx#3f2. Let (Mx,ax) and (M2,a2) denote the closures of two components

of (M,K)-S' with (M¡,aj)~= 377r The immersed sphere S can be moved

so as to meet ax transversely in two points by an ambient isotopy keeping K

setwise fixed.

Take some regular neighborhood N(K) so that S-IntN(K) is an immersed

annulus, A, in E(K) with dA disjoint circles on dE(K). Let /: (S x

I,SX xdl) - (E(K),dE(K)) be a map of pairs such that f(Sx x I) = A

and f\Sx x dl is an embedding. If 8E(K) is compressible, then 7/77 =

(*i ^dvx=dv ^2'c) ' where Vx = V2 = S x D , and c is a core of V2. Now 377

is primely decomposable, so Vx U V2 ̂  Sx x S2. Since every 2-sphere in VXUV2

(t¿ Sx x S ) is separating, 377 does not admit 5 satisfying the assumption of

Lemma 4.2, a contradiction. We may assume that dE(K) is incompressible,

thus (E(K),dE(K)) is a Haken manifold pair. The map / is nondegenerate

because f: nx(S xi) —<■ nx(E(K)) is injective and the assumption S-K ^ 0 as-

sures that / is an essential map of pairs. By the annulus theorem there exists an

embedding h : (Sx x I, Sx x dl) - (E(K), dE(K)) with h\Sx xdl = f\Sx x dl.

Let us denote the properly embedded annulus h(S x I) by also A. Note that

A gives a sphere whose intersection number with K is two, or equivalently A

and one of the components of dN(K) - dA form a Klein bottle.
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Now A can be isotoped with dA fixed so that Af)M2 are properly embedded

annuli Ax, ... ,An whose boundary circles are essential in S' - K, using the

same argument as in the proof of Assertion 1. Let B¡ be the annulus on S'

bounded by two circles dAr Since 372 is order preserving, Ai u Bi is a torus

for all i. If 5;. r\Bjji0, then either B¡ G Bj or B c Bi.

Modify A as follows. Replace A¡ by Bi for all i and push into IntAZ,

these annuli B¡ 's starting with the innermost ones (see Figure 6), then we get

a properly embedded annulus in Mx - Int N(K). Since A¡ U Bi is a torus for

all i, this annulus gives the sphere S* in Mx such that S* ■ K = 2. The two

annuli dN(S*) - Int N(K) are order reversing ones. This completes the proof

of Lemma 4.2.

Figure 6

In proving Theorem 4.1 we also obtain the following, which will be used in

the next section.

Remark 4.3. Suppose that 377 = #"=l377( and 377 = #™=x377! are prime decom-

positions, and some 377{   is order preserving.

( 1 ) Using the same argument as in the proof of Assertions 1 -3, we get 317'.

a conjugation of 377^ such that JT,# ■ • •#JJ#■■■^377n= 377{#■ ■ ■ #J^#• • • #377'm
where the knots under A's are deleted.

(2) If 377¡a ¥ 377'k , then by the proof of Assertion 4 377 admits a sphere S

meeting K transversely in two points with S■ K = 2.

5. NONUNIQUENESS

First we consider typical examples of order reversing knots.

Example 1. A knot 7% is constructed from (IxS2 ,Ix{px,p2}), where px,p2G

S2, by identifying {0} x S2 and (l}x52 so as to yield a circle in Sx x S .

See Figure 7(a). It is easily checked that 37 is order reversing, prime, and

31 = -777 . E(R) is an annulus bundle over Sx (in fact, a twisted Z-bundle

over a Klein bottle).
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Figure 7

Example 2. Let (X,ax öa2) = (Sx xSx x I,SX x * x {0,1}) where ax and a2

are oriented to be parallel. The knot induced from (X,axli-a2) is constructed

from (S xS , tx U t2), where t¡ - S xp¡, i = 1,2, are oriented to be parallel.

That is, first remove two disjoint 3-balls, Bx and B2, meeting tx,t2 respectively

in an unknotted spanning arc. Then identify the resulting two boundary pairs

(<9Z?(, dBt: n t() via an orientation reversing homeomorphism to obtain the knot.

This is because (Sx x S2, tx U t2) - Int(Bx u B2) = X Ua¡ _aj 2(h2, cocore). This

knot is £%#¿%. The sphere S shown in Figure 7(b) gives this decomposition.

The fact that each summand is 37 is left to the reader as the exercise.

Example 3. With the notation of Example 2, the knot induced from (X, a, Ua2)

is called "$/. It is easily checked that the knot type of % is also induced from

(±X, ± (a, U a2)), which are homeomorphic to each other via orientation

preserving maps. Í7 is order reversing, for a pair of Sx and S2 shown in

Figure 7(c) give the order reversing annuli Si - Int N(U) in E(U). Recall

Observation 1 of §3, then it follows E(U) = X U D2 x Sx = Dx x Sx U D2 x Sx ,

where Dn denotes a disk-with-« holes as in §3. Inspecting the unions above,

we see that E(U) = (Dx u D2) x Sx = T2 x Sx , where T2 is a torus with a
° 2 1 1

hole. Under this homeomorphism from r xS   to E(U), a circle *xS   in
° 2 1

dT x S   corresponds to a meridian of %7.

Lemma 5.1.  %7 is prime.
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2 1
Proof. Identify E(K) with  T   x S    as above.   If there is a sphere S giv-

° 2 1

ing a nontrivial decomposition of 1/, then  T   x S    contains a separating,

non-9-parallel, properly embedded annulus A = S - IntN(U) such that each
1 ° 2 1

component of dA is setwise isotopic to * x S   in dT xS . Using a standard
° 2 1

argument, we see that such an annulus does not exist in T x S . Hence ^ is

a prime knot.

Proposition 5.2. All the order reversing prime knots are 37 and %.

Proof. Let (M,a) be an arc with (M,a)~ order reversing and prime. Let Ax

and A2 be the order reversing annuli of (M,a) as in Figure 8(1). For i = 1,2

let T¡ denote the closed surface which is the union of Ai and an annulus, A'¡,

on dM - da bounded by dAi, so that T¡ is a Klein bottle or a torus.

Case 1. r, or T2 is a Klein bottle. With no loss of generality we assume

that Tx is a Klein bottle. Let (B, a) = (M - Int N(TX), a). Then dB isa

sphere and BnN(Tx) is an annulus. See Figure 8(2). Applying Lemma 3.1 to

(B,a) and N(TX), we obtain (B,a) is a trivial ball pair. Next let S denote

a sphere (dM - A\) U Ax .   See Figure 8(3).   Then M - IntN(S) = B is a

Figure 8
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3-ball, and dM n (M - Int N(S)) is an essential annulus in dM -da . Hence,

(M,a)~-IntN(S) = (IxS2 ,Ix{px,p2}). More easily we have (N(S),N(S)C\

a) = (I x S ,1 x {px ,p2}). Example 1 shows that (M,a)   = 7% .

Case 2. Each T¡ is a torus. Then each N(T¡) is homeomorphic to S xS xi.

Since N(Tx)nN(T2) = Ixlxl, it follows that N(TxuT2) 3 T2xSx. (See Figure

8(4).) Applying Lemma 3.1 to N(TxöT2) and (M-Int N(TX uT2),a), we see

that the latter is a trivial ball pair, so that N(Txl)T2) = M-Int N(a). Moreover,

it follows that T2xSx is homeomorphic to E((M, a) ~) with *xSx(GdT2xSx)

corresponding to a meridian of (M ,a)~. The observation in Example 3 shows

that (M,a)~=27.

Lemma 5.3. There exists no order preserving knot which is a conjugation of either

% or 37 .

Proof. If 37 had a nontrivial inducing-pair, E(R) would contain an incom-

pressible, nonseparating torus by Lemma 3.2. On the other hand, an incom-

pressible torus in an annulus bundle over Sx is ö-parallel, so separating. Thus

31 itself is the only conjugation of 37.

We show that ^ has just one nontrivial inducing-pair given in Example 3,

so that 37#37 and ^ are all the conjugation of ^.  Let us identify E(U)
° 2 1

with  T   x S    in the same way as in Example 3.   It is easily checked that
° 2 1 1

each incompressible torus in T  x S   is isotopic to / x S   for some essential
° 2

circle I in T . If E(U) contains incompressible tori, arbitrary two of them

are parallel. Thus, by Lemma 3.2 a degree of inducing-pair of ^ is 1 or 2.

Suppose that %7 has two inducing-pairs of degree 2. Let c¡ x Sx(i =1,2) or

c'j x S (j = 1,2) be a pair of incompressible tori in E(U) corresponding to

/ ° 2
each inducing-pair, where c¡ or c   is an unoriented circle in T . Since there is

° 2 ° 2 ° 2

an orientation preserving homeomorphism f:T —► T such that f\dT = id

and f({c¡}) = {c'j}, these inducing-pairs are the same ones. This completes the

proof of Lemma 5.3.

Here we are ready to state and prove our main theorems. A knot n377 will

denote 377# ■ ■ ■ #377 (n times).

Theorem 5.4. Suppose that 377 is primely decomposable. If

3r^377x#--- #377t#n3?#mmN

= 377¡# ■ ■ ■ #377^n'3l#m'^itN'

are prime decompositions such that neither 377i nor 377'. =37 or %, then

( 1 ) t = t'. 377^ is a conjugation of 377i up to order, 1 < i < t.
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(2) n + 2m = n + 2m . Moreover, if n = 0, then n =0, and 377i = 7%7¡ up

to order I < i < t.

(3) /VS/V'.

As immediate consequences we obtain:

Corollary 5.5. If 7777 admits prime decompositions with distinct lengths, then

every prime decomposition for 377 contains 337 or ^#37.

Corollary 5.6. If 377 has a prime decomposition which does not contain 37, then

377 does not admit any other prime decompositions.

Proof of Theorem 5.4. By Lemma 2.2 N = N', thus we assume that 377 is

irreducible. We will make some observations.

Case 1. t > 0. By Remark 4.3 (1) and Lemma 5.3 for any 377.¡ there exists 317'.

which is a conjugation of 37r., and we have

3TX# - -#J^r • •§37rt#n37#m<ê7 S ¿T¡'# • -#3?J# ■ ■#377^n37#m'^

where the knots under A's are deleted. Suppose n = 0. If 377{ p 7%7', then

by Remark 4.3 (2) and Lemma 4.2 there is a sphere S in 2mSx x S with

S • m U = 2. This contradicts the fact that m U is homologous to zero, so that
or ^   axr

JC- = Jl ■ .

Case 2.  t = 0. Then,

377 s n37#m%7 S 37r¡#■ ■ ■ #37r¡l#n37#m'%7.

By Remark 4.3 (1) 377x is a conjugation of either 37 or %, contradicting

Lemma 5.3. Therefore, 7 = 0 and n + 2m = n + 2m . If n = 0, then n = 0,

for the knot mU is homologous to zero.

These observations and Remarks 4.3 (1) establish our theorem by induction

on t.

In fact, the conclusion of Theorem 5.4 is best possible.

Theorem 5.7. If 3fx is a conjugation of 3772, then 37#377x = 37#3772. In particu-

lar, 37#37#37 S 37#%(.

Proof. Suppose that 377x is induced from (X,[j"=xa¡) and 3772 is induced

from (X, U"_| a',) with q( and a' on the same component of dX for all z.

Let í = #{z|a. = -a\ up to isotopy in dX}. We will prove the theorem by

induction on s.

If 5 = 0, it is trivial.

If 5 > 1 , then we may assume that a, = -a\ , and let 377^ be the knot

induced from (X, - a, uU"=2a,)- We claim that 3l#377x s 37#3!7y, thus

37#377x = 37#3772 by induction.
Let (B,a) be a trivial ball pair. Let ßx, ... ,ßn be pairwise parallel, es-

sential circles on dB - da such that lk(a,ßt) = 1, and ßx bounds a disk

in dB missing ßij ¿I), and such that there is an annulus to in dB with
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(N,b) (M,a)

Figure 9

dto = ßx U -ß2 and jîjnco = 0(;/l,2). Set (M, a) = X Ua» (B, a), so

(M,a)"=3fx . Let N(ßT) denote the annulus component of XnB containing

ßr Let D denote a disk in dB such that dD is one of the components of

dN(ß2) with ß2 c D and ßxnD = 0.

Next we take a nonseparating disk tí properly embedded in the arc 7%~ =

(N,b) suchthat tí meets b transversely in just one point, dtí is an essential

circle in dN-b. Take a properly embedded annulus A in N-b suchthat A

and an annulus in dN bounded by dA form a Klein bottle, and A n tí = 0

(see Figure 9). Note that (a) A\Jtí separates (N,b) into two trivial ball pairs

(B¡ , a 7), i = 1,2, (b) dBjHdN consists of an annulus u¡ and a disk v(, and

(c) arbitrary essential circles cx c ui and c2 c rz.. — /3 are parallel on 95/ if

and only if they are not parallel on dN.

We obtain 37#377x and the sphere S = DöAö N(ßx) U £>' in M#SX x S2
by pasting (M,a) and (N,b) via an orientation reversing homeomorphism

f:(dN,db)->(dM,da) with f(dtíudA) = dN(ßx)udD. We may assume

that /(«,) c dX. Then 5 separates 7%#7777x into two arcs. One is

(Bx,ax)\JX^X u_Q| a2.an n(h2, cocore) U (n - l)(hx, core) = 377~ ;

another is (B2, a2) U (B, a) = 37~ , where B2 n B = u2 U v2. Hence, ^"#^¡ =

7%#37ri. This completes the proof.

Remark. We can prove that an arbitrary 3-manifold contains a prime knot 377

with 377 ¥ -377. Combining this fact with Theorem 5.7, we obtain: every

closed 3-manifold having S xS as a summand contains a knot which can be

decomposed into prime knots in more than one way.
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